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Chapter 92 Mr Jones, Don’T Blame Me

Luna and Julia escorted Arya onto the boarding gate.

After Arya got on the plane, she could still see the sign outside the window that she was both moved and moved. Because of

their love, she had the motivation to work harder.

She would definitely produce better works and not let them regret supporting her.

“Arya, I seem to see the past.” Luna said agitatedly, “At that time, your fans were also so enthusiastic!”

Arya smiled and did not answer.

She still had a long way to go…

After the plane landed there were still many fans waiting at the airport, but Caroline and Daniel’s flight was also today!

But there were no fans waiting at the airport. When Arya was surrounded by fans to sign, Daniel took Caroline and left from the

other side. They were so lonely that no one cared about them.

Daniel comforted Caroline along the way, worried that she would be stimulated and affect her body and child. But the more he

comforted Caroline, the more he realized how wrong he was. He misjudged Arya’s character and strength. If he had not been so

extreme back then, there might still be room for negotiation now.

Thinking of Arya’s calm expression, he was very upset. In the past, Arya would never treat him like this, but now, she wanted to

completely crush Caroline and even surpass the Brilliant Entertainment.

With time, the success Arya could achieve might not be something he could imagine.

Letting her go like this, it was better to think of another way…

Arya’s value had increased by more than ten times. This was a good thing for Brilliant Entertainment, but when Daniel saw

Caroline, he could not be happy. Arya stepping on Caroline like this today, she might treat him like this in the future!

Daniel’s intuition told him that he could not wait to be killed.

After he sent Caroline home, he directly rushed to the company to deal with these matters.

Caroline stood on the balcony on the second floor. The light in her eyes dimmed bit by bit.

“I want to know who Jinge Movie Queen’s judges are this year!” She said coldly to her assistant.

She originally wanted to use this shoot to make herself famous, but she did not expect Arya to get a good review. If Jinge Movie

Queen’s evaluation failed again, what was the use of keeping the child in her womb?

She indeed did get Daniel’s love but what she wanted was far more than that!

So what if she was the mistress of Brilliant Entertainment? She wanted to win, she wanted to defeat Arya.

“Are you really going to do this?” The assistant looked at her with a complicated expression. “If Director Daniel finds out, I’m

afraid you guys…”

Other than the unspoken rules, what else could Caroline exchange for? But if she took this step, it was hard to turn back.

“I’m not even afraid. What are you afraid of? After this shooting, Davina’s attitude towards me is not as good as before. She still

needs to help Arya! That’s what I said. When Arya really becomes famous, will I still have room to settle down in Brilliant

Entertainment?”

“You are already engaged to Director Daniel. Perhaps you can take this opportunity to take a good rest …” The assistant

continued to persuade.

“Rest? In order to be Daniel’s woman, I have to give up my life. No, I can’t live like that!”

Caroline would not be like Arya, waiting until she was abandoned by a man before finding a way out for herself. Through this

matter, she finally realized that Daniel could not make her popular.

She just wanted to find a man who was the most helpful to her life.

…

Allen smelled the aroma of dinner as soon as he entered the home. He walked into the kitchen, picked Arya up, and kissed her

deeply on the lips.

“You …”

She only said one word before he carried her into the bedroom.

“Your hands are the hands of a future superstar. I’ll cook for you in the future.” He looked at her dotingly, his starry eyes filled with

love.

“But I also want to do something for my man.” Arya reached out and wrapped her arms around his neck, lightly kissing his thin

lips, “Eat first, then I will do as you wish.”

Allen enjoyed her coquettish behavior. He pulled his tie off. “I won’t let you run away so easily.”

“As you wish!” Arya smiled mischievously and continued to cook dinner in the kitchen.

After a while, two dishes and a soup were served to the table.

“If it’s not done well, Mr. Jones, don’t blame me.” Arya carefully prepared the food for him with a gentle smile.

“Arya, you are the most perfect woman I have ever seen.”

In front of others, she was the movie queen. At home, she was only his wife.

“You are also the most perfect man I have ever seen.”

“If we continue to flatter each other like this, the food will be cold.” Allen smiled and started to eat.

This extraordinary marriage had such simple happiness. This was something that many people in the entertainment circle could

not obtain. Arya’s pure radiance shone.

Allen put down his chopsticks, “Caroline and Brilliant Entertainment has been severely damaged this time. You have to be

careful.”

His information had always been accurate. At this moment, he looked at Arya with worry in his eyes.

It was not that he did not believe in Arya’s strength, but in this circle, there were too many people who were scheming behind her

back. He could protect Arya, but he didn’t want Arya to be harmed in the slightest.

“I understand. I didn’t receive a call from the company. They are probably thinking about countermeasures. Although Daniel is

the CEO of the company, there are so many things that need to passed through the board of directors. I just got the

endorsement contract from LKU. They do not dare to directly target me.

Arya held Allen’s hand, “Don’t worry. For you, I will protect myself.”

Their eyes met. The relationship between the husband and wife slowly deepened. It was as if they were the only two in this

world.

At the same time, a commotion broke out in the movie industry in the country.

The artist Caroline, who was highly respected by Brilliant Entertainment, had become the stepping stone to anger movie queen.

The dirt from the past had been dug out by others, including how she managed to interfere with Daniel and Arya’s relationship

and successfully become the mistress.

Her fan club was only left with an empty shell. The photos and the posts that were circulated online made Caroline’s reputation

fall to rock bottom. The entire Brilliant Entertainment was busy with Caroline’s matter. Otherwise, let alone competing with Jinge

Movie Festival, she might not even able to take on a movie. The company’s financial resources and manpower for her would all

go to waste.

Because after that program was broadcast, Arya used her strength to prove herself. On the other hand, Caroline was proved as

a vase, a third rated actress who relied on her body to get promoted.

Many entertainment reports took out the photos that they had taken in the past and compared them together. Caroline’s

expression in every movie was very simple and stiff. She used glaring technique and her acting skills that did not improve at all

to earn money. Reality proved that her acting skills had a lot of room for improvement.

If they could not turn the situation around, it would not take long for Caroline’s four words to completely disappear from the

entertainment circle. This was the cruelty of this circle.

When you become famous, all the eyes of the world are focused on you. Once you start to go downhill, there will be no room for

you to turn the tables.
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